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To create long term relationships with our

clients and be their guide in advising them

to make the right choices so that they have

an easy seamless real estate  experience. 



We at Re|Advisors are a group of individuals with extensive

experience in Real Estate. More than just a quick sale, we

want our clients to be completely educated and aware of

their real estate decisions. With over 18 years of experience,

our team has an excellent foundation for all things real

estate, from residential transactions to property

management, we can do it all.

Trust is a core part of who we are at Re|Advisors. Creating

long term relationships with our clients is essential.

Advising them to make the right choices and giving them

an easy seamless real estate experience is our top priority.

HI, WE ARE
RE|ADVISORS



STILL NOT SURE ABOUT US?

In 2022 Kamil Lalji was rated as the #3 Agent in all

of Calgary, out of over 5000 Agents. If you are

looking for the best service provider, look no

further. Check out his Rate My Agent profile to read

the reviews of past clients.

RateMyAgent.com



CIR Realty really knows Real Estate. 

ABOUT CIR REALTY

We are winners of 

CIR Realty is a proud  member of 

We offer our clients top notch professional service. Our agents are
trained to negotiate for the best return on your Investment. Let
CIR Realty handle your transaction effortlessly and worry free.

THE CALGARY HERALD’S 2022 READERS CHOICE AWARD

LUXURY PORTFOLIO INTERNATIONAL AND LEADING REAL 
ESTATE COMPANIES OF THE WORLD®
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A COMPARATIVE MARKET ANALYSIS 

COMPARATIVE 
MARKET ANALYSIS

or, CMA, is the evaluation of a home's value based on
available local market information, such as:  

We will properly prepare a CMA report that will
allow us to determine at

HOW MUCH
COMPETITION

THERE IS AT
THE TIME 

HOW LONG
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BEOFRE THEY
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NUMBER OF
ACTIVE

LISTINGS IN
YOUR AREA

 WHAT PRICE
BOTH BUYER
AND SELLER
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VALUE

WHAT BUYERS
ARE NOT

WILLING TO
PAY

WHERE THE
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IS PRICED



PRICING DECISION

PRICING YOUR HOME RIGHT MEANS:

It is priced better than or equal to active listings 
near you

It is priced less than recently unsold listings 

It is priced keeping in mind the speed at which you
want it sold

It is priced keeping in mind recent sales of
comparable properties

It is priced keeping the market in mind 

It is a balanced price that increases out equity and
exposure



LISTING DOCUMENTS 

THE DOCUMENTATION FOR LISTING A PROPERTY 
There are four documents required in order to list a property on MLS®:

CONSUMER RELATIONSHIPS GUIDE

RESIDENTIAL MLS® LISTING CONTRACT FOR 
EXCLUSIVE SELLER REPRESENTATION AGREEMENT

INDIVIDUAL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION RECORD



LISTING DOCUMENTS 

OTHER IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS 
These are some of the additional documents that may be
needed in order to professionally list and market your home. 

Although it seems like there is a lot of documentation
required to sell your home, we complete it effortlessly
for you.

PROPERTY APPENDIX DOWER CONSENT
AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

TENANT CONSENT FOR PHOTOGRAPH USE 

MORTGAGE VERIFICATION FORM

NON DISCLOSURE OF SELLER’S NAME

RESIDENTIAL LISTING INPUT FORM



OFFERS & NEGOTIATIONS 

NEGOTIATING A SUCCESSFUL
sale of your home requires an environment that sustains the Buyer’s
interest and trust during the process. In addition to price, there are
other needs to think through, your interests might include:

Coordinating your move to your
new home

Setting the closing to meet your
travel, school or work time frame

Protecting yourself by having
complete property disclosures

Locking in a mortgage loan rate for
your new home

Resolving any repair issues fairly

Having no title or survey issues, or
solving any that do arise



CLOSING & POSESSION 

THE MOST IMPORTANT
document is the Residential Real Estate Purchase Contract; this
captures all of the agreements between the Seller and the Purchaser.
The various terms include:

THE IDENTITY
OF THE SELLER

AND THE
PURCHASER

THE ADDRESS
OF THE

PROPERTY 

THE
AGREED
DEPOSIT 

THE PRICE THE LENGTH OF
THE CONDITION

PERIOD 

ANY FIXTURES
OR FITTINGS
BEING SOLD

WITH THE
PROPERTY

ANY OTHER
SPECIAL

CONDITIONS
THAT THE

PARTIES AGREE
TO

Closing on a home means that the sale is complete, and all
the terms and conditions of the purchase agreement have
been met.

ANY SPECIAL
TERMS 







MARKETING AND STRATEGY PLAN 

to selling your home is simple, yet effective. 
OUR APPROACH

We focus intently on Three Key components: 

MARKETING

CONDITION

PRICE
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PRICING SHOWINGS PROFESSIONAL
PICTURES

PROFESSIONAL
FEATURE SHEETS SIGNAGE PRINT MEDIA 

ONLINE
MEDIA 

PROMOTION
FEEDBACK
MONITERING

MARKETING AND STRATEGY PLAN 

Careful thought, attention and consideration is given to
each property we market and we ensure that nobody
else will market your home like us. Our customized
marketing plans are comprised of:





Preparing your home is about illusions. The goal is to appeal to a
wide array of Buyers and to allow for them to envision living
there. Here are the main points for preparing your home:

DE-PERSONALIZE

EMOTIONALLY DETACH 

DE-CLUTTER 

1.

MAKE NECESSARY REPAIRS

CLEAN AS A WHISTLE

UP THE DÉCOR

ROMANCE SHOWINGS

NEUTRALIZE
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Remove children’s artwork and family pictures.
You want Buyers to fantasize themselves here.

The secret behind great hotel décor is that it
appeals to a wide set of tastes, and so should
your décor. 

Remove extraneous furniture and accessories;
and allow the Buyer to imagine their furniture in
the space.

Even if your home is decorated beautifully, a few
extra touches can make the difference that leads
to a sale. 

Nothing will give you a higher return on your
investment than a good top-to-bottom cleaning

Make sure light switches work, there are no burnt
out bulbs, faucets don’t leak and broken windows
are replaced. 

If you expect showings, turn on all the lights, and
make sure all doors in the home, even the
bathroom doors are open.

It is crucial to let go and to think of your house as
objectively as possible. 





Taking pictures to sell your property does not

equate to just having a few random shots. It takes

precision and distinctive angles for home buyers to

notice something special about your property. To

boost the quality of your house property, it is

essential for you to display your real estate at its

finest. Statistics have proved the effectiveness of

professional photography in increasing the

perceived values of marketed properties. Our

clients have also found that to be true. 
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The feature sheet gives a point-by-point capsule of the

home’s best qualities in an easy to use form that can be

folded, put in a binder and laid out side-by-side with

other sheets as the Buyer makes their deliberations. 



The ‘For Sale’ signs
are put up at the
discretion of the
seller and attract

attention from the
Buyers





Our research and profiling of prospective
Buyers is hundred percent, which means
we target qualified customers who are
looking for a house similar to yours.



We participate in the Internet Data Exchange (IDX)
and syndicate our property listings throughout the
internet. IDX allows all of our Listings to be shared
with other local and regional real estate brokerages so
your home can be displayed on their web sites.

TAKE.A LOOK AT OUR WEBSITE. FIND US AT
 

 HTTPS://YYCREADVISORS.COM/



Your house is listed on most
of the websites that feature
advertisements for real
estate sales. These websites
are a very effective tool for
marketing.

Every home for sale listed by
a real estate agent, unless it
is specifically exempted from
MLS, will be listed in MLS.

Our specialized software
generates automated emails
that feature your house and
are sent to prospective
Buyers and their Associates.



OUR YOUTUBE IS: 

Kamil Lalji 

OUR LINKEDIN IS: 

@YYC Real Estate Advisors

OUR FACEBOOK IS: 

@calgaryrealestateadvisors
OUR INSTAGRAM IS: 

@yycreadvisors

Social media plays a large role in Real Estate today, thats why
you can find us on all relevant platforms!





COMPANY

DIRECT CONTACT TO KEY ASSOCIATES

Our specialized software generates automated emails
that feature your house and are sent to prospective
Buyers and their Associates.

All Associates are inter-related through the MLS.
Promoting your house through the grapevine is a great
way of generating more showings



The most important question a home Seller can

ask a Buyer who has just finished viewing a home

is “What did you think?” Yet, many Sellers and

their Associates hesitate to get Buyer feedback

after showings. Why? Some people don’t know

what questions to ask, some are lazy and others,

most likely, are afraid to hear the answers. 

Buyer feedback is essential. We closely monitor

the feedback of prospective buyers that come to

see your home. We strive to eliminate the factors

that might be a possible source of disinterest to

prospective buyers. 
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MORE ON NEGOTIATIONS 

ESCROW PROCESS

INSPECTIONS

SOLD





WE HAVE THE SKILLS YOU NEED 
You can have all the marketing skills in the world but
negotiating is essential to any Real Estate deal. We at
Re|Advisors have professional negotiation strategies, such
as: 

NEGOTIATE FROM A WIN/WIN PERSPECTIVE

ALWAYS USING MARKET VALUE INSTEAD OF
ASKING PRICE FOR A STARTING POINT 

THE POWER OF 'NO'



THE ESCROW PROCESS
takes place between the time you the Seller
accepts an offer and the Buyer gets the
keys.

We at Re|Advisors make the process easier
for you by 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Making sure you provide all the
contact information upfront

Completing the appropriate
documentation online or in person

Making sure all parties stay local
and accessible until after close

Properly communicating and
answering all your questions



REAL ESTATE INSPECTIONS 
observe and report on the condition of a real estate property
when it is on the market to be sold.  Inspections look for any
issues that may affect the value of the property such as: 

EVIDENCE OF INSECTS 

WATER DAMAGE 

FIRE DAMAGE 

After the property is properly inspected, we are then able to
renegotiate pricing based off the results. It is our job to make
sure that the deal does not collapse due to a poor inspection. 

STRUCTURAL ISSUES



Once the seller has received money from the Buyer and the
title of the property is transferred from Seller to Buyer your
property is officially sold!

We at Re|Advisors are always here for you even
after the sale. We don’t just disappear. We’ll take
care of any need that may come up afterwards. 

Is done when you and the Buyer transfer ownership of the
property using a legal document. A conveyance of title is a
binding contract. 

A CONVEYANCE 





EMAIL:

PHONE:

klalji@cirrealty.ca

403-383-1579

KAMIL LALJI,
ASSOCIATE BROKER


